
Suspension of a carer

4 messages

<aaaaaaaaaa@aaaaa.com> Sat, Jul 16, 2022 at 7:14 PM

To: info@healthmark.com.mt

As the company who provides carers who work amongst others at Mount Carmel Hospital, could you confrm if in the 
last 3 months any carer was suspended from this hospital on allegation of rape?

Aaaaaa Aaaaaa

Charlotte Sant Portanier <charlotte.santportanier@healthmark.com.mt> Sun, Jul 17, 2022 at 6:05 PM

To: aaaaaaaaaa@aaaaa.com

Dear Mm Mmmmm,

I trust that this email fnds you well.

Your email was forwarded to me for my attention.

Kindly can you introduce yourself, and also state the reason / interest for your enquiry.

Regards,

Charlotte

Charlotte Sant Portanier | Chief Executive Officer

JPR Building, Level 1, Triq Ta’ Zwejt, San Gwann SGN3000

Email: charlotte.santportanier@healthmark.com.mt



From: Healthmark Info <info@healthmark.com.mt>

Sent: 17 July 2022 18:02
To: Charlotte Sant Portanier <charlotte.santportanier@healthmark.com.mt>

Subject: FW: Suspension of a carer



From: aaaaaaaaaa@aaaaa.com <aaaaaaaaaa@aaaaa.com>

Sent: 16 July 2022 19:15
To: Healthmark Info <info@healthmark.com.mt>

Subject: Suspension of a carer

As the company who provides carers who work amongst others at Mount Carmel Hospital, could you confrm if in the 
last 3 months any carer was suspended from this hospital on allegation of rape?

Aaaaaa Aaaaaa

Healthmark Info |

JPR Building, Level 1, Triq Ta’ Zwejt, San Gwann SGN3000

Email: info@healthmark.com.mt

Website: www.healthmark.com.mt
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<aaaaaaaaaa@aaaaa.com>

To: Charlotte Sant Portanier 
<charlotte.santportanier@healthmark.com.mt>

Sun, Jul 17, 2022 at 7:00 PM

My intetest in the matter originated from an article 3 days ago on Lovin Malta ( https://lovinmalta.com/news/mount-carmel-rape-
victim-opens-up-about-harrowing-experience-as-rapist-runs-free-three-months-on/ ). I have great suspicion this article is the 
umpteenth fake article / story concerning Mount Carmel Hospital, simply intentioned to promote the evil of Psychiatry (go ask the 
real victims) and the one who came up with this story who guess happens to get married within short time (so she said). My 
suspicion arises as how can a carer dare rape one not single who on her facebook had since long been uploading photos of her 
with her partner, how dare rape her at home where possibly are relatives present / neighbours nearby, why didn't instead ask her 
to go to his home or other less risky place, did she simply undress offered no resistance not even began screaming to bring the 
attention of neighbours, suffered no bruises no fghts, had there been such severe crime months ago how on earth the Police have 
still not arraigned the carer, was her private part examined by a doctor after the supposed rape, how the crime was not reported by 
any other local media, how did she not get pregnant, not to mention her sadistic "artwork" of bestiality (sex with animals, see above
link for image) she uploaded titled "black horse stallion" of a horse f_ing a lady and titled her facebook post "trigger warning."



I think I have raised more than enough questions. Rest assured had there been really a psychiatric patient or ex-
patient who suffered such or similar abuses, the evil of Psychiatrists would simply label him / her as suffering from 
psychosis / is imaginary things to serve them as an excuse to experiment drug him / her further. It simply has become 
custom to have such evil of persons promote themselves by inventing some story portraying themselves as victims as 
psychiatric patients as being a voice to them, when instead they use it to promote themselves and to serve as a trap 
for the next victims go seek help from Psychiatrists, for more patients mean more money more business etc. It is also 
in your interest, in the interest of your company Healthmark, that you clarify the matter and not let such possibly fake 
stories tarnish your reputation and the name and dedication of your employees.



Aaaaaa Aaaaaa

[Quoted text hidden]


